Dear Canadian ACP student member:

We have an exciting opportunity for medical students to present research at the largest internal medicine meeting in the US. Do you excel at research or clinical evaluations? Have you come across an interesting case where your colleagues could benefit from your findings? Do you have any projects that promote patient safety or outcomes measurement?

Don't miss the opportunity to submit a medical abstract to ACP's National Medical Student Abstract Competition! For more details about the categories for submission as well as guidance on preparing for the competition, click here.

Winning entries in the National Clinical Vignette, Research Paper, and Quality Improvement-Patient Safety competitions will be featured at ACP's Internal Medicine 2014, to be held April 10-12 in Orlando, Florida. New this year, the College will be soliciting abstracts specific to High Value Care within the research category.

The contest officially opened October 15, and the DEADLINE FOR SUBMISSIONS is December 2, 2013. Abstracts must be submitted electronically.

Thank you for your continued interest in ACP and your support of internal medicine. Best of luck in the competition!

Sincerely,

Samantha Feldman
Canadian Liaison, Council of Medical Student Members
American College of Physicians

P.S. For more information about the national Medical Student Abstract Competition, e-mail us at abstracts@acponline.org. Please note that due to the large number of inquiries that we receive, all questions must be submitted via e-mail. Responses will be sent within 2 business days (MF, 9 a.m.-5 p.m., ET).